The enemy wants to change this world [and the planets are also doing this now] into a form of exchange of digital currency. In many countries this has already happened, but cash does still exist.

As with anything, this development that fate brings in, has its version of ours and that of the enemy. This post will address both cases.

When the transactions are done digitally, i.e., as most people do them - through Amazon and so on, they can be tracked. Most of the banking system as it is, is already about digital money, credit card, digital purchases. All the financial status of all citizens is already digitized and digital. The money of states, countries and businesses is also lastly, mostly already operating digital.

Yet people act like it's doomsday as usual and scream about "Digital economy" coming. But it's already here for more than 20 years. There is no gold standard nor the major transactions happen in paper at all. The issue is, it co-exists with a fiat paper money system. Only about 10% of this is physical or ever existed physically as paper, however. The rest is already digits and numbers stored in books, and in computers.

The argument that this has to change entirely and cash is to be outlawed is a favorite of the enemy. They say it's to avoid crime and other lies in the jewish media.

But the reality is they simply want a more exclusive system that already belongs to them. To tighten it. And give it the perks of the monitoring that the technologies of the present can give it.

The reality is all crimes, money laundering, funding terrorists and other things, do already happen with fiat, paper, digital money through banks, and happened through all history with paper money, and is allowed by many banks worldwide. Digital currency will not change this nor improve this, if by digital currency we mean the enemy's currency. Business will go as usual for them. It will probably get even faster and even worse.
European countries such as Sweden have declared that by 2024 or so, they will be removing cash entirely. Sweden has a plan for this ongoing already. No more cash. This was going to happen and the enemy is riding the wave of Uranus in Taurus to make it happen. But the pretext is this: On THEIR system.

The system they use is one of bailing out bankers ad nauseum, a system focused exclusively of middlemen, and generally one focused and geared in putting them in control of the financial supply of the earth.

On top of this, the old crazies and nutcases of this world are saying they will make their own "Central Banking Coins", which knowing how these people operate already with fiat, will probably be full of unidentifiable crime, reckless printing, and nothing else but an intensification of the already extensive overreach over the wealth of all nations, in a digital form. These in this case, do self-testify to be the enemy, and are tied into the control apparatus of the enemy.

Before the background is explained bear in mind this is not financial advice as new emerging technologies go for boom or bust in this world and the risks are too high for any reasonable person. Here I will describe the technology and function behind these things. Which are the most important things.

Knowing that our society had no other way to go, people who are smart decided to go the other way before it is too late and build a protective layer before things go full enemy control.

People of a high IQ like the creator of Bitcoin, have predicted this and understood where this was going but also the perpetual corruption of the system of money as we have known it. They also knew about the full digitization incoming, and they made a choice to create Bitcoin.

The creator of Bitcoin has been like me so know I emotionally sympathize despite the soundness of the system he made goes. It all started with an anonymous man writing on a forum with a vision to create and solve some issues which he saw as pertinent to society.

Instead of ever getting credit, all he got was agencies looking out for him, people going to kill him, others laughing at him, and others slandering his project and vision as it would be expected. With some people loving him as the herald of a
new financial in his case, age. And going after the dream because they had the vision.

Today you see Bitcoin as a global system on your TV but before that it was just by system standards a few crazy people speaking in a forum. The rise of these coins came with the Cypherpunk ideology which is an ideology of protecting people's rights in the digital era.

Most of the people that made Bitcoin are dead because the Bitcoin is not subject to control and/or centralized in a bank, authority, or a specific jew in Israel, such as the normal banking system is. The enemy has been hating this for years, and slandering it without having read anything about it.

Meanwhile, Bitcoin and other "Digital coins" are alternatives which were created by people and tend to be decentralized. In other words, there is nobody that can raise the supply of these [causing inflation like the government does], it does not allow random confiscation, and does also allow a relative anonymity for transactions, almost like cash. It also happens worldwide, fast, and without days long delays.

The majority of the perks of cash is kept, and the benefits of digital are incorporated. At the same rate, the Blockchain based system ensures visibility to all transactions which are broadcasted openly. Every transaction made is open, and visible, but there is no identifiable information on it oftentimes. At least in theory. So big moves can be observed.

People generally say that the enemy may be empowered by these, but the reality is the reverse. The enemy is already in control of the fiat printing system. They had locked small retail investors out of investing and similar markets. Five Rabbis can assemble in Israel and get the printing machines going with infinite money like a cheat in a video game and get their cronies to accept their every decision. The Fed is nothing but this literal thing manifested. They can create monstrous debt, devalue currencies, and pretty much anything they want. They state this is fundamental for their agenda, because it is.

The enemy also claims they want a full-on bonding of their fixed financial system with the person, without an escape, through an implanted chip. This way, they hope, their system of slave control will become hardwired into humans.
In Bitcoin and in other respectable normal currencies that are decentralized, this cannot happen. The original creations can benefit and they have benefited from Bitcoin, and other cryptocurrencies, but this doesn't mean shit either. The ethos behind this idea is the exact reverse.

Tens of thousands of jews become extensively rich in any way through abuse and creating slave technology. Zuckerberg has more money than the creator of Bitcoin because he created a slave information gathering interface which he marketed as "social media".

They hate now and want to control these emerging technologies, or wage war against them, to ensure control. Zuckerberg tried to create a Facebook linked digital coin, and he was foiled.

The ascent of Crypto is also not going to change so much in regards to the current state of wealth control of the enemy, because as things are, they do control something like 95% of wealth worldwide anyway.

But instead of controlling 100% and controlling all transactions, they will control less. This is a good start. They will also be unable to control and enforce their policies on the finances of humans, which these reptiles have been efficiently doing for centuries.

The previous system has the Middle Man Jew in place. Decentralized means Middlemen are shrunk.

Now of course, when these reptilians control literally almost every form of wealth, bank, ATM, and everything else, there is nothing within this current system from where change can or may manifest. And it won't. People understood this desperation so many are turning their sights now into alternative forms of finances and understanding of wealth.

The system that exists now works by printing money ad nauseum i.e., is inflation based. Inflation means as one raises the number of dollars and does fake robin hood, they devalue the price of already existing dollars, creating a futile cycle of devaluation and therefore more debt and thieving from citizens.

Bitcoin works in reverse, and was built on an attempt to create a sound deflationary model. Bitcoin and similar technologies also hit hard on the notion of the Middle Man, which jews have been for centuries upon centuries.
Due to the nature of these crypto technologies, they are volatile, can have bugs, or other issues. They do not appear to be in any way capable right now of addressing global needs. But they definitely have the potential to do so. Of course, the enemy will infiltrate shortly onto that. And a war is waging on in there also.

Currently, the best solution for this world appears to be, a mix blend between Fiat and Paper, Digital money, and Crypto. The three systems co existing will for now satisfy most needs.

But it is to be expected the enemy will not be happy with losing control and will probably attack these innovations in money. But they cannot do anything as this is Satan's Will and what the fate of the world demands. The enemy will find themselves in major surprises and encounter the rising tide beyond their control and possibly imagination.

Lastly, the enemy's Central Banking Digital Coins should be seen as BS money fiat, just with less privacy, more dangers, and more ability of the enemy to manipulate instantly and from a distance.

It is a continuation of an old, torn monster, being upgraded to swarm the next generation also. The enemy will try to impose these things as per usual. See the war that was done on cash on the fake pretexts like Covid?

In final note, a blend of the three systems seems perfect for the time being, because:

1. Cash provides security i.e., if the electricity drops. And relative anonymity for day to day transactions. Cash belongs to you.

2. Digital finance such as digital banking, provides ease of use for retail transactions. It was kind of great by now, co-existing with cash.

This is being transformed now to a full-fledged monster that will kill cash. This will belong entirely to them and they can manage it as they see fit. The rising concerns of enemy control, censorship and abuse, do show that these digital banking coins i.e. centralized digital money, will probably be used as another tool of rape and abuse against citizens worldwide financially. We know how these kikes work. Them going digital is an indicator of bad stuff.
3. Crypto does the two above, but digitally, and it can be used as an alternative outside of the system already attempting to enforce itself as the sole one. This also can be stored outside of any central system.

I have no reason to disbelieve that these, alongside other technologies, are here to liberate man in the coming Age of Aquarius if handled properly. These are signs of the enemy's control drifting out.

More updates will be coming on more specific topics on the subject also.
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